


Food Relay 

Paige Murtaugh is connecting the world one dish at a time. Travelling from country-to-country, she learns a culturally important recipe 

from the locals of one country, then travels to her next destination and cooks it for locals there, before learning a new dish from them 

and continuing on her epic relay!  

Episodic Synopsis: 

 
Episode 1 - Serbia  

Paige discovers how a river splits Serbia’s 

geography, history, and food. After a tour of  

Turkish influenced Belgrade she travels up to the 

Northern capital of Novi Sad, where Austrian roots 

run deep.  

 

Episode 2 - Sri Lanka 

Starting in the mountainous center, Paige visits the 

British tea plantations before descending to the  

jungle to learn cooking from the original tribes to 

reach the island. Traveling to the coast she picks up 

tips from celebrity chef Publis Silva at the colonial  

hotel with a tropical Romeo and Juliet legacy. In the 

capital of Sri Lanka, logistical problems challenge the 

Serbian meal planned for her Sri Lankan guests.  
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Episode 3 - Mexico  

Paige teams up with local TV host Diego Alfaro to tour the cuisine capital of Latin America, learning about the heavy Aztec influence 

in the food and drink. A local rock star and fashion icon join Paige and Diego for a utensil free Sri Lankan meal.  

 

Episode 4 - Greece  

The Greeks are about to get their socks knocked off with a spicy Mexican arsenal, but first they have a few things to show our host. 

Paige  learns  about  the  unique  culture  of  Thessaloniki  where  the country’s best seafood and produce converge.  At the School of  

 

Aristotle, she follows tasty peach desserts all the way 

back to a tree presented by Alexander the Great.  

 

Episode 5 - Vietnam  

Paige may get more than she bargained for in this land 

of old traditions and resilient locals. An unusual meal in  

Hanoi leads her to communities in the north which  

exclusively breed cobra. Down in Ho Chi Min, a secret 

sauce sets her mouth on fire, but she’s packing her own  

flavour assault: A Greek meal combined with a Zorba 

dance that leaves the locals with satiated tummies and 

dancing feet. 
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Episode 6 - USA 

In the city of angels, Paige goes on a mission to explain “what is American food?” It’s a question that will bring her to soul food in  

Compton, diner dives where truckers gather, and frou frou dining in the most ostentatious joints in town. The real fun begins when her 

surprise  celebrity guests get a Vietnamese feast that brings new perspective and appreciation between two countries linked with 

a cloudy past.  


